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On the homology of the double cobar
construction of a double suspension
Alexandre Quesney ∗
Abstract
The double cobar construction of a double suspension comes with a
Connes-Moscovici structure, that is a homotopy G-algebra (or Gerstenhaber-
Voronov algebra) structure together with a particular BV-operator up to
a homotopy. We show that the homology of the double cobar construc-
tion of a double suspension is a free BV-algebra. In characteristic two, a
similar result holds for the underlying 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra.
These facts rely on a formality theorem for the double cobar construction
of a double suspension.
Introduction
For n ≥ 1, the n-fold loop spaces (of SO(n)-spaces) are characterized by the
(framed) little n-discs operad. In case n = 1, the cobar construction provides an
algebraic model for the chain complex of loop spaces; it can be iterated to form
the double cobar construction that provides a model for the chain complex of
2-fold loop spaces.
We are interested in further algebraic structures on the double cobar con-
struction encoded by operads that are either equivalent to the chain little 2-
discs operad, or equivalent to the chain framed little 2-discs operad in the case
of 2-fold loop spaces of S1-spaces. Recall that the homology operad of the little
2-discs operad is the Gerstenhaber operad and that the homology operad of
the framed little 2-discs operad is the Batalin-Vilkovisky operad.
Let Ω2Y be the double loop space of a pointed topological space Y. Then
its rational homology H∗(Ω2Y) is a Gerstenhaber algebra:
• the graded commutative product is the Pontryagin product − · −;
• the degree 1 Lie bracket is the Browder bracket {−;−};
• they are compatible in the following way:
{a; b · c} = {a; b} · c+ (−1)(|a|+1)|b|b · {a; c},(0.1)
for all homogeneous a, b, c ∈ H∗(Ω2Y).
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If Y is endowedwith an action of the circle S1 (preserving the base point) then
the double loop space Ω2Y = Hom(S2,Y) is also an S1-space with the follow-
ing action:
∆ : S1 ×Hom(S2,Y)→ Hom(S2,Y)
(g, φ) 7→ (g · φ)(s) := g · φ(g−1 · s),
where the circle S1 acts on the 2-sphere S2 by the base point-preserving rota-
tions. This action induces (together with the Pontryagin product) a Batalin-
Vilkovisky algebra structure (H∗(Ω2Y),∆), [Get94].
In [Que13] the author shows that the double cobar construction of a double
suspension is endowed with a Connes-Moscovici structure. Essentially it is a
homotopyG-algebra structure togetherwith the boundary operator defined by
A. Connes andH.Moscovici in [CM00], that is a BV-operator up to a homotopy.
This can be seen as a first step for obtaining a strong homotopy BV-algebra
structure on the double cobar construction.
Our main structural results are the followings.
Theorem (5.3). Let the coefficient field be Q. Then Ω2C∗(Σ2X) has a Connes-
Moscovici structure. The induced BV-algebra structure (H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)),∆CM) is
free on the reduced homology H+∗ (X).
Therefore the Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras (H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)),∆CM) and
(H∗(Ω2|Σ2X|),∆) are isomorphic.
In characteristic 2 the homology of double loop spaces is 2-restricted Ger-
stenhaber algebra (see Definition 3.2).We obtain
Theorem (4.1). Let the coefficient field be F2. Then Ω
2C∗(Σ2X) has a Connes-
Moscovici structure. The induced 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra structure on H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X))
is free on the reduced homology H+∗ (X).
Therefore the restricted Gerstenhaber algebras H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)) and
H∗(Ω2|Σ2X|) are isomorphic.
The two previous theorems use the following formality theorem.
Let us mention that what we call a homotopy BV-algebra cf.[Que13] has to
be understood as a homotopy G-algebra with a BV-operator up to a homotopy.
Such a structure has the Connes-Moscovici structure as an archetype.
Theorem (2.2). Let k be any coefficient field. Let C be a homotopy G-coalgebra with
no higher structural co-operations and such that any element of C+ is primitive for the
coproduct. Then Ω2C and Ω2H∗(C), endowed with the Connes-Moscovici structure,
are quasi-isomorphic as homotopy BV-algebras.
The main example of such a C is the simplicial chain complex of a double
suspension.
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The paper is organized as follows.
In the first section: we fix notations, we recall both the cobar construction
and what are homotopy G-(co)algebras. The main result is the Proposition 1.3,
coming from [Que13], that claims the existence of the Connes-Moscovici struc-
ture on the double cobar construction of a double suspension. The second
section is devoted to the formality theorem. The third section described the
2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebras coming from the homology of a homotopy
G-algebra. In the fourth sectionwe prove that, in characteristic two, the homol-
ogy of the double cobar construction of a double suspension is a 2-restricted
Gerstenhaber algebra. In the last section the coefficient field is Q; we prove
that the homology of the double cobar construction of a double suspension
is BV-algebra. In the appendix we write the relations among the structural
co-operations of homotopy G-coalgebras.
1 A few algebraic structures on the cobar construction
This section does not contain new results. Here we recall a few algebraic struc-
tures on both the cobar and the double cobar constructions. The main result
of this section shows that the double cobar construction of an involutive ho-
motopy G-coalgebra has a Connes-Moscovici structure. Roughly speaking, a
Connes-Moscovici structure is a homotopy G-algebra structure together with a
BV-operator up to a homotopy. The terminology Connes-Moscovici structure
refers to the boundary operator defined on the cobar construction of an invo-
lutive Hopf algebra in [CM00]; it is here the BV-operator.
The cobar construction is a functor
Ω : DGC → DGA
from the category of 1-connected differential graded coalgebras to the category
of connected differential graded algebras. By a 1-connected dg-coalgebra Cwe
mean a co-augmented co-unital (of co-unit ǫ) dg-coalgebra such that Cn = 0
if n < 0 or n = 1 and C0 = k. As a vector space, the cobar construction
of a dg-coalgebra (C, ǫ, dC,∇C) is defined as the free tensor algebra T(s
-1 C+).
Here, s-1 is the usual desuspension, (s-1 M)n = Mn+1, and C
+ is the reduced
dg-coalgebra C+ = Ker(ǫ). The differential dΩ of the cobar construction ΩC is
given as the unique derivation such that its restriction to s-1 C+ is
dΩ(s
-1 c) = − s-1 dC+(c) + (s
-1⊗ s-1)∇C+(c) ∀c ∈ C
+.
The cobar construction of a dg-coalgebra C can be enrichedwith a Hopf dg-
algebra structure for example when C is endowedwith a homotopy G-coalgebra
structure, cf. [Kad04]. In this case the resulting double cobar construction
Ω2C = Ω(ΩC) has a structure of homotopy G-algebra, cf. [Kad05].
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1 A FEW ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES ON THE COBAR CONSTRUCTION
C ΩC Ω2C H∗(Ω2C)
Homotopy
G-coalgebra
Hopf dg-
algebra
Homotopy
G-algebra
Gerstenhaber
algebra
A homotopy G-coalgebra structure on a dg-coalgebra C is the data of a
coproduct∇ : ΩC → ΩC⊗ΩC such that:
• (ΩC,∇) is a (co-unitary) dg-bialgebra;
• ∇ satisfies the left-sided condition (6.7) defined in the appendix.
The coproduct∇ being dg-algebra morphism it corresponds to a unique twist-
ing cochain E : C+ → ΩC⊗ΩC. We note
Ei,j : C+ → (C+)⊗i ⊗ (C+)⊗j
its (i, j)-component. The left-sided condition (6.7) says exactly that Ei,j = 0
when i ≥ 2. Both the coassociativity of∇ and the compatibility with the differ-
ential dΩ lead to relations among the E
1,k’s. For its particular importance, we
distinguish the co-operation E1,1 and we denote it by ∇1. In particular:
• ∇1 is a chain homotopy for the cocommutativity of the coproduct of C;
• the coassociativity of ∇1 is controlled by the co-operation E
1,2.
We refer to the appendix for the complete relationship among these co-operations.
Dually, a homotopy G-algebra structure on a dg-algebra A is the data of a
product µ : B A⊗ B A→ B A on the bar construction (see [Kad05]) such that:
• (B A, µ) is a (unital) dg-bialgebra;
• µ satisfies a right-sided condition, see [LR10, 3.1 and 3.2].
The product µ being dg-coalgebra morphism it corresponds to a unique twist-
ing cochain E : B A⊗B A→ A+. We note
Ei,j : (A
+)⊗i ⊗ (A+)⊗j → A+
its (i, j)-component. The right-sided condition [LR10, 3.1] says exactly that
Ei,j = 0 when i ≥ 2. The associativity of µ and the compatibility with the
differential dB of the bar construction leads to relations among the Ek,1’s. We
distinguish the operation E1,1 and we denote it by ∪1. In particular:
• ∪1 is a chain homotopy for the commutativity of the product of A;
• the associativity of ∪1 is controlled by the operation E1,2;
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• ∪1 is a left derivation for the product but it is a right derivation up to
homotopy for the product.
We refer to [Que13] for explicit relations among the operations, or to [Kad05]
in characteristic two. However, for later use, let us write precisely the three
previous facts in characteristic two:
ab− ba = (∂∪1)(a⊗ b),(1.1)
(a ∪1 b) ∪1 c− a ∪1 (b ∪1 c) = E1,2(a; b, c) + E1,2(a; c, b),(1.2)
ab ∪1 c− a(b ∪1 c)− (a ∪1 c)b = 0,(1.3)
a ∪1 bc− (a ∪1 b)c− b(a ∪1 c) = ∂E1,2(a⊗ b⊗ c),(1.4)
for all a, b, c ∈ A+ and where, for n ≥ 1, ∂( f ) = dA f − f dA⊗n is the usual
differential of Hom(A⊗n, A).
A. Connes and H. Moscovici [CM00, (2.21)] defined a boundary operator
on the cobar construction of an involutive Hopf algebra (that is a Hopf alge-
bra with an involutive antipode). This operator, named the Connes-Moscovici
operator, induces a BV-algebra structure on the homology of such a cobar con-
struction, [Men04]. In [Que13] the author showed that the cobar construction
of an involutive Hopf dg-algebra H is endowed with the Connes-Moscovici
structure. The latter lifts the BV-algebra structure obtained by L.Menichi [Men04]
on H∗(ΩH). Moreover, the homotopy G-coalgebras such that the antipode on
the resulting cobar construction is involutive was characterized as the involu-
tive homotopy G-coalgebras.
C ΩC Ω2C H∗(Ω2C)
Involutive
homotopy
G-coalgebra
Involutive
Hopf dg-
algebra
Connes-
Moscovici
structure
BV-algebra
L. Menichi ’04
Definition 1.1. LetH be an involutive Hopf dg-algebraH. The Connes-Moscovici
structure on the cobar construction ΩH is the homotopy G-algebra structure
(ΩH,∪1, {E1,k}k≥2) given in [Kad05] together with the Connes-Moscovici op-
erator ∆CM : ΩH → ΩH.
It satisfies the following properties:
∆2CM = 0;(1.5)
(−1)|a|
(
∆CM(ab)− ∆CM(a)b− (−1)
|a|a∆CM(b)
)
= {a; b}+ ∂H(a; b),(1.6)
for all homogeneous elements a, b ∈ ΩH, where H is a chain homotopy of de-
gree 2 and {a; b} := a ∪1 b− (−1)
(|a|+1)(|b|+1)b ∪1 a.
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2 FORMALITY THEOREM
The example of homotopy G-coalgebras C that we consider is the simpli-
cial chain complex of a simplicial set.
Given a pointed simplicial set X, we denote by C∗(X) the simplicial chain
complex on X. The Alexander-Whitney coproduct makes C∗(X) into a dg-
coalgebra. We denote by |X| a geometric realization of X.
H.-J. Baues [Bau81, Bau98] constructed a coproduct
∇0 : ΩC∗(X) → ΩC∗(X)⊗ΩC∗(X)
on the cobar construction ΩC∗(X) when the 1-skeleton of |X| is a point. It
satisfies:
• (ΩC∗(X),∇0) is a Hopf dg-algebra;
• H∗(Ω2C∗(X)) ∼= H∗(Ω2|X|) when the 2-skeleton of |X| is a point.
This coproduct corresponds to a homotopy G-coalgebra structure on C∗(X).
Definition 1.2. A homotopy G-coalgebra (C,∇1, {E
1,k}k≥2) is reduced if ∇1
and E1,k for all k ≥ 2 are zero.
Proposition 1.3. [Que13, Theorem 4.6] Let Σ2X be a double simplicial suspension.
Then
• Baues’ coproduct determines a reduced (hence involutive) homotopy G-coalgebra
structure C∗(Σ2X);
• the double cobar construction Ω2C∗(Σ2X) has the Connes-Moscovici structure.
The Alexander-Whitney coproduct on C∗(Σ2X) is primitive, that is all the
elements of C+∗ (Σ
2X) are primitive for the coproduct. In fact this is already the
case for a suspension ΣX.
2 Formality theorem
In order to prove a formality theorem for the double cobar construction en-
dowed with the Connes-Moscovici structure we need to specify the category
of what we call the homotopy BV-algebras.
Definition 2.1. AhomotopyBV-algebra is a homotopyG-algebra (A,∪1, {E1,k}k≥2)
with a degree 1 operator ∆ satisfying:
∆2 = 0;(2.1)
(−1)|a|
(
∆(ab) − ∆(a)b− (−1)|a|a∆(b)
)
= {a; b}+ ∂H(a; b),(2.2)
for all homogeneous elements a, b ∈ A, where H is a chain homotopy of degree
2 and {a; b} := a ∪1 b− (−1)
(|a|+1)(|b|+1)b ∪1 a.
An ∞-morphism between two homotopy BV-algebras A and A′ is defined as
follows. It is:
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• a morphism of dg-bialgebras f : B A→ B A′ between the associated bar
constructions (i.e. an ∞-morphism of homotopy G-algebras), its compo-
nents are fn : A
⊗n → A′, n ≥ 1; and,
• the linear map f1 : A → A
′ commutes with the BV-operators, i.e. f1∆ =
∆ f1.
Here we prove that the double cobar construction of a reduced homotopy
G-coalgebra is formal as homotopy BV-algebra in the following sense:
Theorem 2.2. Let k be any coefficient field. Let C be a reduced (hence involutive)
homotopy G-coalgebra with a coproduct such that all the elements of C+ are primitive.
Then Ω2C and Ω2H∗(C), endowed with the Connes-Moscovici structure, are quasi-
isomorphic as homotopy BV-algebras.
This theorem relies on the homotopy transfer theorem (HTT for short) for
A∞-coalgebras.
The latter transfers the A∞-coalgebra structure along a contraction:
(C, d) (H, d)
p
i
ν
where p and i are chain maps and ν is a chain homotopy such that:
pi = Id
ip− Id = dν+ νd
pν = νi = ν2 = 0 (Gauge conditions).
Theorem 2.3 (Transfer Theorem). [Gug82] Let (C, d,∇) be a connected dg-coalgebra
such that C1 = 0, and (H, d) a dg-vector space. We suppose them related by a con-
traction as above. Then there exists on H an A∞-coalgebra structure (H, ∂i), and also
an A∞-quasi-isomorphism
f : (C, d,∇)→ (H, ∂i).
The ∂i are given by:
∂0 = dH
∂1 = (p⊗ p)∇i
∂2 = p
⊗3(∇ν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇ν)∇i,
and more generally, for i ≥ 2,
∂i = ∑
0≤ki−1≤i−1
0≤ki−2≤i−2
···
0≤k1≤1
±p⊗i+1(Id⊗ki−1 ⊗∇ν⊗ Id⊗i−1−ki−1)(Id⊗k ⊗∇ν⊗ Id⊗i−1−k)...
...(∇ν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇ν)∇i.
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2 FORMALITY THEOREM
The quasi-isomorphism f is equivalent to a twisting cochain τ : C → ΩH with
components τ = ∑i≥0 τi where τi : C → H
⊗i+1 is:
τ0 = p
τ1 = (p⊗ p)∇ν
τ2 = p
⊗3(∇ν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇ν)∇ν
and more generally, for i ≥ 2,
τi = ∑
0≤ki−1≤i−1
0≤ki−2≤i−2
···
0≤k1≤1
±p⊗i+1(Id⊗ki−1 ⊗∇ν⊗ Id⊗i−1−ki−1)(Id⊗k ⊗∇ν⊗ Id⊗i−1−k)...
...(∇ν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇ν)∇ν.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The chain complex C is formal as dg-coalgebra. More pre-
cisely, over a field we have a contraction (cf. [Gug82]),
(C, d) (H∗(C, d), 0)
p
i
ν
where, p and i are chain maps and ν is a chain homotopy such that:
pi = Id(2.3)
ip− Id = dν+ νd(2.4)
pν = νi = ν2 = 0 (Gauge conditions).(2.5)
The transfer theorem for A∞-coalgebra [Gug82] transfers the dg-coalgebra struc-
ture (seen as an A∞-coalgebra) from C to H∗(C, d). Since the coproduct of C is
primitive, the obtained A∞-coalgebra structure (H∗(C, d), δi) is reduced to the
only coproduct
H(∇C) : H∗(C, d) → H∗(C, d)⊗ H∗(C, d).
Moreover, H(∇C) is primitive. Indeed, the HTT provides a differential (which
is also a derivation) δ : ΩH∗(C, d) → ΩH∗(C, d). This one is given by δ =
∑i≥1 δi with δi(H∗(C, d)) ⊂ (H∗(C, d))
⊗i+1. Let us denote H∗(C, d) by H. Ex-
plicitly, we have,
δ0 = dH = 0
δ1 = (p⊗ p)∇Ci = ∇H
δ2 = p
⊗3(∇Cν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇Cν)∇Ci,
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and more generally, for i ≥ 2,
δi = ∑
0≤ki−1≤i−1
0≤ki−2≤i−2
···
0≤k1≤1
±p⊗i+1(Id⊗ki−1⊗∇Cν⊗ Id
⊗i−1−ki−1)(Id⊗k⊗∇Cν⊗ Id
⊗i−1−k)...
...(∇Cν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇Cν)∇Ci.
In our case, ∇C is primitive, and since ν satisfies the gauge conditions, then
only δ1 is not zero. Moreover, let us write the twisting cochain τ : C → ΩH
provided by the HTT. Its components τ = ∑i≥0 τi where τi : C → H
⊗i+1 are:
τ0 = p
τ1 = (p⊗ p)∇Cν
τ2 = p
⊗3(∇Cν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇Cν)∇Cν
and more generally, for i ≥ 2,
τi = ∑
0≤ki−1≤i−1
0≤ki−2≤i−2
···
0≤k1≤1
±p⊗i+1(Id⊗ki−1⊗∇Cν⊗ Id
⊗i−1−ki−1)(Id⊗k⊗∇Cν⊗ Id
⊗i−1−k)...
...(∇Cν⊗ Id− Id⊗∇Cν)∇Cν
Thus it is reduced to
τ0 = p : C→ H.
Thus, p is an A∞-coalgebra morphism, i.e. Ωp is dg-algebra morphism. Its
components (Ωp)n on (s-1 C)⊗n are given by:
(Ωp)n = s
-1 p s⊗ s-1 p s⊗ · · · ⊗ s-1 p s .
We obtain the contraction
(ΩC, d) (ΩH, 0)
Ωp
Ωi
Γ
where,
ΩpΩi = Id(2.6)
ΩiΩp− Id = dΓ + Γd(2.7)
ΩpΓ = ΓΩi = Γ2 = 0 (Gauge conditions),(2.8)
and where Γ is defined by its restrictions Γn to (s-1 C)⊗n:
(Γ)n = ∑
k1+···+ks+1=n−s
1≤s≤n
±Id⊗k1 ⊗ (s-1 ν s)⊗ Id⊗k2⊗ (s-1 ∂ν s)⊗ Id⊗k3⊗ (s-1 ∂ν s)⊗ Id⊗k4
⊗ · · · ⊗ (s-1 ∂ν s)⊗ Id⊗ks+1 ,
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2 FORMALITY THEOREM
where ∂ν := dν+ νd. Equivalently, setting Γ1 := s
-1 ν s, we have:
Γn = Id⊗ Γn−1± s
-1 ν s⊗∂Γn−1± s
-1 ν s⊗Id⊗n−1, n ≥ 2.
The homotopy G-coalgebra structure of C endowed ΩC with a dg-coalgebra
structure; we set (ΩC, d,∇0) the obtained dg-coalgebra. This dg-coalgebra
structure on ΩC, seen as A∞-coalgebra structure, transfers to an A∞-coalgebra
structure on ΩH, which is A∞-equivalent to the dg-coalgebra (ΩC, d,∇0). Let
us show that the obtained A∞-coalgebra structure (ΩH∗(Σ2X), ∂i) is reduced
to the coproduct H∗(∇0). The higher coproducts
∂i : ΩH → (ΩH)
⊗i+1,
are given by:
∂0 = 0
∂1 = (Ωp⊗Ωp)∇0Ωi = H∗(∇0)
∂2 = (Ωp)
⊗3(∇0Γ⊗ Id− Id⊗∇0Γ)∇0Ωi
and more generally, for i ≥ 2,
∂i = ∑
0≤ki−1≤i−1
0≤ki−2≤i−2
···
0≤k1≤1
±(Ωp)⊗i+1(Id⊗ki−1⊗∇0Γ⊗ Id
⊗i−1−ki−1)(Id⊗k⊗∇0Γ⊗ Id
⊗i−1−k)...
...(∇0Γ⊗ Id− Id⊗∇0Γ)∇0Ωi.
Let us remark that: each term of Γ has at least one operation ν; the coprod-
uct ∇0, being a shuffle-coproduct, is the composition of deconcatenations fol-
lowed by permutations. Thus, each term of ∇0Γ has the operation ν. Then,
because of the gauge condition pν = 0, the post-composition by Ωp vanishes
each term of ∇0Γ.
Therefore only the co-operation H∗(∇0) is non trivial.
The same argument shows that the A∞-quasi-isomorphism between the
dg-coalgebras (ΩC, d,∇0) and (ΩH, 0,H∗(∇0)) is strict. Indeed, the twisting
cochain
τ : ΩC → Ω2H,
with components τi : ΩC → (ΩH)
⊗i+1 is:
τ0 = Ωp
τ1 = (Ωp⊗Ωp)∇0Γ
τ2 = (Ωp)
⊗3(∇0Γ⊗ Id− Id⊗∇0Γ)∇0Γ,
and more generally, for i ≥ 2,
τi = ∑
0≤ki−1≤i−1
0≤ki−2≤i−2
···
0≤k1≤1
±(Ωp)⊗i+1(Id⊗ki−1⊗∇0Γ⊗ Id
⊗i−1−ki−1)(Id⊗k⊗∇0Γ⊗ Id
⊗i−1−k)...
...(∇0Γ⊗ Id− Id⊗∇0Γ)∇0Γ.
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As a consequence, the double cobar construction Ω2C is quasi-isomorphic to
Ω2H, as homotopy BV-algebras.
3 The 2-restricted G-algebras
In this section the field of coefficients is F2.
Definition 3.1. Let r ∈ N. A 2-restricted Lie algebra of degree r is a connected
graded vector space L endowed with a Lie bracket of degree r,
[−;−]r : Lj ⊗ Lk → Lj+k+r, j, k ≥ 0,
and a restriction,
ξr : Ln → L2n+r,
satisfying:
1. [−;−]r is symmetric;
2. ξr(kx) = k2ξr(x);
3. [x; [y; z]1 ]r + [y; [z; x]r ]r + [z; [x; y]r ]r = 0;
4. [ξ(x); y]r = [x; [x; y]r ]r ; and,
5. ξr(x+ y) = ξr(x) + [x; y]1 + ξr(y),
for all homogeneous elements x, y, z ∈ L.
Definition 3.2. A 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra is a degree one 2-restricted
Lie algebra, G, and a graded symmetric algebra such that:
1. [x, yz]1 = [x, y]1z+ y[x, z]1;
2. ξ1(xy) = x
2ξ1(y) + ξ1(x)y
2 + x[x; y]1y,
for all homogeneous elements x, y, z ∈ G.
Proposition 3.3. The homology H∗(A, d) of a homotopy G-algebra (A, d, ·,∪1, {E1,k}k≥2)
over F2 is a 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra. The restriction is induced by the map
x 7→ x ∪1 x.
Remark 3.4. The restriction ξ1 is a part of Dyer-Lashof operations ξ1, ζ1 [Coh76]
in prime characteristic. In [Tou06] V. Turchin gives explicit formulas for the
operations in homotopy G-algebras inducing the Dyer-Lashof operations in
homology. He showed via a different method that, in prime characteristic p, a
homotopy G-algebra A is, in particular, a p-restricted Lie algebra of degree 1.
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3 THE 2-RESTRICTED G-ALGEBRAS
Proof. The bracket [x; y]1 = x ∪1 y+ y ∪1 x together with the multiplication of
A define a Gerstenhaber algebra structure on H∗(A), [Kad05]. We set,
ξ1(x) := x ∪1 x,
for all x ∈ A. To alleviate notation, let us remove temporarily the index 1 and
write ξ1 as ξ. It suffices to check that ξ induces a homological map satisfying
the properties of a restriction. First, we show the properties 4 and 5 from Defi-
nition 3.1 are satisfied on A, next, we show that the property 2 from Definition
3.2 is satisfied up to homotopy.
We show the equality [ξ(x); y]1 = [x; [x; y]1]1. We have
[x; [x; y]1]1 = x ∪1 (x ∪1 y+ y ∪1 x) + (x ∪1 y+ y ∪1 x) ∪1 x
= x ∪1 (x ∪1 y) + x ∪1 (y ∪1 x) + (x ∪1 y) ∪1 x+ (y ∪1 x) ∪1 x.
(3.1)
From the equation (1.2), the two first terms satisfy:
x ∪1 (x ∪1 y) = (x ∪1 x) ∪1 y+ E1,2(x; x, y) + E1,2(x; y, x) ;
x ∪1 (y ∪1 x) = (x ∪1 y) ∪1 x+ E1,2(x; y, x) + E1,2(x; x, y).
Then
x ∪1 (x ∪1 y) + x ∪1 (y ∪1 x) = (x ∪1 x) ∪1 y+ (x ∪1 y) ∪1 x.
Similarly, the last term from (3.1) reads:
(y ∪1 x) ∪1 x = y ∪1 (x ∪1 x) + E1,2(y; x, x) + E1,2(y; x, x) = y ∪1 (x ∪1 x).
Thus,
[x; [x; y]1]1 = (x ∪1 x) ∪1 y+ y ∪1 (x ∪1 x) = ξ(x) ∪1 y+ y ∪1 ξ(x) = [ξ(x); y]1.
The following equality ξ(x+ y) = ξ(x) + [x; y]1 + ξ(y) is straightforward:
ξ(x+ y) = (x+ y) ∪1 (x+ y)
= x ∪1 x+ y ∪1 x+ x ∪1 y+ y ∪1 y
= ξ(x) + [x; y]1 + ξ(y).
(3.2)
The equality ξ(xy) = x2ξ(y) + ξ(x)y2 + x[x; y]1y is satisfied up to homotopy
on the chain complex A. This is a consequence of the equations (1.3) and (1.4).
Denoting by ∼ the homotopy relation, we can write,
ξ(xy) = xy ∪1 xy
= x(y ∪1 xy) + (x ∪1 xy)y
∼ x2(y ∪1 y) + x(y ∪1 x)y+ x(x ∪1 y)y+ (x ∪1 x)y
2
∼ x2ξ(y) + x[x; y]1y+ ξ(x)y
2
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Now we show that ξ induces a restriction on the homology H∗(A).
From the equation (1.1) the operation ∪1 is a homotopy for the commutativity
of the product. In particular,
d(x ∪1 x) + dx ∪1 x+ x ∪1 dx = xx+ xx = 0, for all x ∈ A.
Thus, if x ∈ A is a cycle,
dξ(x) = d(x ∪1 x) = dx ∪1 x+ x ∪1 dx = 0+ 0 = 0.
If y = dx ∈ A is a boundary, then
ξ(y) = y∪1 y = dx∪1 dx = d(dx∪1 x)+ d
2x∪1 x+ dx · x+ xdx = d(dx∪1 x)+ d(x
2),
is a boundary. Thus, for a cycle x ∈ A and an element y ∈ A, we obtain from
(3.2):
ξ(x+ dy) = ξ(x) + [x; dy]1 + ξ(dy)
= ξ(x) + d[x; y]1 + [dx; y]1 + d(dy ∪1 y)
= ξ(x) + d[x; y]1 + d(dy ∪1 y) + d(y
2).
Therefore ξ induces a restriction in homology.
Remark 3.5. The above proposition also results from the following fact. Recall
that for a homotopy G-algebra A the bar construction B A is a dg-bialgebra.
Then, by composition with the restriction morphism Lp → AS , the bar con-
struction B A is a p-restricted Lie algebra (of degree 0). The projections on A
of both the bracket and the restriction of B A correspond respectively to the
bracket and the restriction described in [Tou06]. The latter operations make
A into a p-restricted Lie algebra of degree 1. In other words, the Lie bracket
[−;−]0 and the restriction ξ0 on B A give, after projection, the degree one Lie
bracket [−;−]1 and the restriction ξ1 on A, respectively.
Definition 3.6. A morphism of 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebras is a degree
0 linear map compatible with the product, the bracket and the restriction.
Definition 3.7. An ∞-morphism of homotopy G-algebras A and A′ is a mor-
phism of unital dg-bialgebras f : B A→ B A′.
Such a morphism is a collection of maps fn : A
⊗n → A′, n ≥ 1 satisfying
some relations, see [Que13, Appendix Definition 4.17] for details. In particular,
∂ f1 = 0;(3.3)
f1(x) ∪1 f1(y) + f1(x ∪1 y) = f2(x; y) + f2(y; x) for all x, y ∈ A.(3.4)
An ∞-morphism of homotopy G-algebras induces a morphism of Gersten-
haber algebras in homology, see [Que13, Appendix, Proposition 4.20]. A direct
check shows the compatibility of the ∞-morphisms with the restriction:
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Proposition 3.8. An ∞-morphism of homotopy G-algebras induces a morphism of
2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebras in homology.
Proof. Take y = x in the equation (3.4), this gives:
f1(ξ1(x)) = ξ1( f1(x)).
Now we define the free 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra.
Let L1r be a 2-restricted Lie algebra of degree 1. Then the free graded com-
mutative algebra on L1r, S(L1r) is a 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra. Indeed,
the Poisson identity
[xy; z]1 = x[y; z]1 + [x; z]1y,
is equivalent to the fact that
ad1(x) := [−; x]1 : S(L1r)→ S(L1r)
y 7→ [y; x]1
is a derivation of degree +1 for the algebra (S(L1r), ·). Let us consider a ba-
sis of L1r as k-vector space. It is sufficient to extend the application ad1(l) :
L1r → L1r ⊂ S(L1r) as a derivation on S(L1r) for all l ∈ L1r, and next to extend
[x;−]1 : L1r → S(L1r) for all x ∈ S(L1r).
The restriction is extended via the property 2 from Definition 3.2.
Let V be a dg-vector space with V0 = 0. If L1r(V) denotes the free degree
one 2-restricted Lie algebra on V, then S(L1r(V)) is the free 2-restricted Ger-
stenhaber algebra on V.
4 The homology of the double cobar construction of a
double suspension over F2
Theorem 4.1. Let the coefficient field beF2. Then Ω
2C∗(Σ2X) has a Connes-Moscovici
structure. The induced 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebra structure on H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X))
is free on the reduced homology H+∗ (X).
It was proved in [Coh76] that H∗(Ω2Σ2Y) is the free 2-restricted Gersten-
haber algebra on H+∗ (Y), then we obtain
Corollary 4.2. The restricted Gerstenhaber algebras H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)) and H∗(Ω2|Σ2X|)
are isomorphic.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. From Proposition 1.3 and the formality Theorem 2.2 the
homotopyG-algebras Ω2C∗(Σ2X) and Ω2H∗(Σ2X) are quasi-isomorphic. There-
fore, it remains to prove that the structure of homotopy G-algebra on the dou-
ble cobar construction Ω2H∗(Σ2X) induces the free 2-restricted Gerstenhaber
algebra on H+∗ (X).
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We denote by [−;−]1 the Gerstenhaber bracket on H∗(Ω
2H∗(Σ2X)),
[x; y]1 = x ∪1 y+ y ∪1 x,
and we denote by ξ1 the restriction,
ξ1(x) = x ∪1 x,
for all x ∈ H∗(Ω2H∗(Σ2X)).
We have an inclusion ι : H+∗ (X)
∼= s−2 H+∗ (Σ
2X) →֒ H∗(Ω2H∗(Σ2X)).
Thus, from the freeness of the functors S and L1r, we have the commutative
diagram:
SL1r(H
+
∗ (X)) H∗(Ω
2H∗(Σ2X))
H+∗ (X)
SL1r(ι)
i
ι
where SL1r(ι) is a morphism of 2-restricted Gerstenhaber algebras. It remains
to show that SL1r(ι) is an isomorphism. To do this, we construct two spectral
sequences E and E, and a morphism Φ : E → E of spectral sequences satisfy-
ing:
TH+∗ (ΣX)⊗ SL1rH
+
∗ (X) = E
2 E
2
= H∗(ΩH∗(Σ2X))⊗ H∗(Ω2H∗(Σ2X)).
T(ι)⊗ S(L1r(ι))
We conclude by mean of the comparison theorem [ML95, Theorem 11.1 p.355],
using that both T(ι) and Φ∞ are isomorphisms.
Let us consider the application
π : ΩH∗(Σ
2X)⊗Ω2H∗(Σ
2X) → ΩH∗(Σ
2X)
defined by π(x⊗ y) = ǫ(y)x, where ǫ is the augmentation of ΩH∗(Σ2X). The
total space
E := ΩH∗(Σ
2X)⊗Ω2H∗(Σ
2X)
is endowed with a differential d and a contracting homotopy s defined as in
[AH56, Axioms (R1),(R2),(D1),(D2)], see below for the details. The total space
is acyclic [AH56, Lemme 2.3]. We set
B = ΩH∗(Σ
2X)
and
A = Ω2H∗(Σ
2X)
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so that E = B⊗ A. We define a filtration of E as
FrE =
⊕
p≤r
Bp⊗ A.
Following [AH56], we get a spectral sequence E
r
associated to this filtration.
The abutment is the homology of E , the second page is
E
2
p,q = Hp(ΩH∗(Σ
2X))⊗ Hq(Ω
2H∗(Σ
2X)).
The total space being acyclic we have E
∞
0,0 = F2, E
∞
p,q = 0 if (p, q) 6= (0, 0).
The following spectral sequence of dg-algebras is used by F. Cohen [Coh76,
III,p.228] as a model for the Serre spectral sequence associated to the paths
fibration,
Ωn+1Σn+1X → PΩnΣn+1X → ΩnΣn+1X, n > 0.
He shows that the homology H∗(Ωn+1Σn+1X) is the free 2-restricted Gersten-
haber algebra of degree n on H+∗ (X).
We defined the spectral sequence Er. Its second page is given by
E2p,q = (T(H
+
∗ (ΣX)))p ⊗ (S(L1r(H
+
∗ (X))))q,
the differentials are defined such that Er is a spectral sequence of dg-algebras
whose transgressions are
t(Σx) = x
t(ξk0(Σx)) = ξ
k
1(x)
t(ad0(Σx1) · · · ad0(Σxk−1)(Σxk)) = ad1(x1) · · · ad1(xk−1)(xk),
for all Σx,Σx1, ...,Σxk ∈ H
+
∗ (ΣX), where:
• ξ0(x) = x2 is the restriction of TH+∗ (ΣX);
• ξ1 is the restriction of SL1r(H
+
∗ (X));
• [−;−]0 is the Lie bracket of TH+∗ (ΣX);
• [−;−]1 is the Gerstenhaber bracket of SL1rH
+
∗ (X); and,
• adj(x)(y) = [y; x]j for j = 0 or 1.
Then the r-th transgression t = dr : Err,0 → E
r
0,r−1 is extended to d
r : Erp,q →
Erp−r,q+r−1 as a derivation.
Let us investigate the example of one generator Σx ∈ H+n (ΣX) of degree n;
the spectral sequence is:
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2n 3n
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
0
≃ ≃
0
≃ ≃
0
≃ ≃
(Σx)2 (Σx)3
d2n
2n− 1
F2 Σx
dn
0
0
n
x
x2
x3
ξ1(x)
n− 1
2(n− 1)
3(n− 1)
All the brackets are zero since [Σx;Σx]0 = 2(Σx)2 = 0 and [ξ0(Σx);Σx]0 =
[Σx; [Σx;Σx]0]0 ; it remains: the element Σx, the restriction ξ0(Σx) = (Σx)2 and
its iterations, plus the resulting products. This spectral sequence split into ele-
mentary spectral sequences on the transgressive elementsΣx, ξ0(Σx), ξ20(Σx),...
with differentials the corresponding transgression. Indeed, T(Σx) can be writ-
ten additively as the exterior algebra on the transgressive elements Σx, ξk0(Σx),
k ≥ 1. Also, S(L1r(x)) can be written additively as polynomial algebra on the
image of these transgressive elements x, ξk1(x), k ≥ 1. Then the elementary
spectral sequences are of the form
Λ(y)⊗ P(t(y)),
where y run through the transgressive elements of T(Σx). Such a presenta-
tion of T(Σx) can be extended to TH+∗ (ΣX) via the [−;−]0-elementary prod-
ucts. This presentation is due to P. J. Hilton [Hil55]. Let us consider the Lie
algebra L(H+∗ (ΣX))without restriction, and with bracket [−;−]0. The [−;−]0-
elementary products are defined as follows.
The elements x ∈ H+∗ (ΣX) are the [−;−]0-elementary product of weight 1.
Suppose that the [−;−]0-elementary products of weight j have been defined
for j < k. Then, a product of weight k is an element [x; y]0 such that:
1. x is a [−;−]0-elementary products of weight u;
2. y is a [−;−]0-elementary products of weight v;
3. u+ v = k;
4. x < y, and if y = [z; t]0 for z and t elementary, then z ≤ x.
We order the generators (Σxi)i of H
+
∗ (ΣX) by their dimension; the [−;−]0-
elementary products are the elements
Σxk, · · · , [Σxk;Σxl ]0, · · · , [Σxj; [Σxk;Σxl]0]0, · · ·
17
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where j < k < l. From [Hil55] we obtain
L(H+∗ (ΣX))
∼= span{y | y a [−;−]0 − elementary product},
as vector spaces. Denoting by pj the [−;−]0-elementary products we have the
isomorphism of vector spaces
TH+∗ (ΣX)
∼=
⊗
j
P(pj),
where P denotes the polynomial algebra. To take into account the restriction,
we write P(pj) as ∧k≥0(p
2k
j ) where ∧ denotes the exterior algebra
1. We obtain
a decomposition into [−;−]0-elementary products and ξ0-elementary products,
TH+∗ (ΣX)
∼=
⊗
j
∧
k≥0
(p2
k
j ).
On the other hand, we recall that L1r = s
-1 Lr s, that is [x; y]1 = s
-1[s x; s y]0 and
ξ1(x) = s
-1 ξ0(s x). Then we obtain that
SL1r(H
+
∗ (ΣX))
∼= S(span{y, ξk1(y) | y is a [−;−]1− elementary product, k ≥ 1}).
Then the spectral sequence E decomposes into tensor products of elementary
spectral sequences
∧(y)⊗ P(t(y)),
where y run through the set of [−;−]0-elementary products and ξ0-elementary
products.
Thus the spectral sequence E converges to E∞0,0 = F2, E
∞
p,q = 0 if (p, q) 6=
(0, 0).
Return to the application
T(ι)⊗ S(L1r(ι)) : E
2 → E
2
.
From the comparison theorem [ML95, Theorem 11.1 p. 355], it is sufficient
to show that: the application Φ2 := T(ι) ⊗ S(L1r(ι)) induces morphism of
spectral sequences Φ : E → E; the morphism T(ι) is an isomorphism; and
Φ∞ : E∞ → E
∞
is an isomorphism.
We show that the application Φ2:
TH+∗ (ΣX)⊗ SL1rH
+
∗ (X) H∗(ΩH∗(Σ
2X))⊗ H∗(Ω2H∗(Σ2X))
T(ι)⊗ S(L1r(ι))
1To avoid any ambiguity, we recall that over F2, the exterior algebra ∧V of a vector space V
is defined as the tensor algebra TV quotiented by the ideal generated by {v⊗ v | v ∈ TV}.
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induces a morphism of spectral sequences.
To do this, let us write with details the differential of E = B ⊗ A. The
axioms (R1) and (R2) determine a contracting homotopy on E :
s(1) = 0, s(s-1 x) = x, s(x) = 0, for s-1 x ∈ A(R1)
s(xy) = s(x)y+ ǫ(x)s(y), for x ∈ E , y ∈ A.(R2)
The axioms (D1) and (D2) determine he differential of E :
d(x) = (1− sd)(s-1 x), for x ∈ B(D1)
d(xy) = d(x)y+ (−1)|x|xd(y), for x ∈ E , y ∈ A.(D2)
Then, for all x ∈ s-1 H+p+1(Σ
2X) ⊂ Bp, we obtain
d(x) = s-1 x ∈ s−2 H+p+1(Σ
2X) ⊂ F0E ,
since the coproduct∇0 is primitive on H+∗ (Σ
2X). Thus, for such elements x of
degree p, we have dr(x) = 0 if r < p. Moreover, for all x ∈ s-1 H+p+1(Σ
2X) ⊂ E
p
p,0 ⊂ Bp,
we obtain
dp(x) = s-1 x ∈ s−2 H+p+1(Σ
2X)⊂ E
p
0,p−1 ⊂ Ap−1.
More generally, the degree p elements in Bp = ΩH∗(Σ2X)p, which are (after
desuspension) cycles for dA, belong to E
p
p,0. On the other hand, from the con-
struction (see [Kad05, section 4]) of the operation
∪1 : Ω
2H∗(Σ
2X)⊗Ω2H∗(Σ
2X) → Ω2H∗(Σ
2X),
the Gerstenhaber bracket [−;−]1 = ∪1 ◦ (1− τ) is compatible with suspen-
sions, i.e. for all x, y ∈ s−2 H+∗ (Σ
2X) ⊂ s-1 ΩH∗(Σ2X), we have [x; y]1 = s
-1[s x; s y]0.
And similarly for the restriction ξ1(x) = s
-1 ξ0(s x). Then
t(ad0(s
-1 x1) · · · ad0(s
-1 xk−1)(s
-1 xk)) = ad1(x1) · · · ad1(xk−1)(xk)
t(ξk0(s
-1 x)) = ξk1(x),
for all s-1 x, s-1 x1, ..., s
-1 xk ∈ s
-1 H+∗ (Σ
2X). Finally, since Φ2 is an algebra mor-
phism, it commutes with the differentials. Therefore Φ is a morphism of spec-
tral sequences.
The morphisms Φ∞ and T(ι) are clearly isomorphisms. This ends the proof.
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5 The homology of the double cobar construction of a
double suspension over Q
In this section the coefficient field is Q.
5.1 Free Gerstenhaber algebra structure
Theorem 5.1. Let the coefficient field beQ. Then Ω2C∗(Σ2X) has a Connes-Moscovici
structure. The induced Gerstenhaber algebra structure on H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)) is free on
the reduced homology H+∗ (X).
It was proved in [Coh76] that H∗(Ω2Σ2Y) is the free Gerstenhaber algebra
on H+∗ (Y), then we obtain
Corollary 5.2. The Gerstenhaber algebras H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)) and H∗(Ω2|Σ2X|) are
isomorphic.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 4.1. We replace
the functor L1r by L1 adjoint of the forgetful functor from the category of de-
gree 1 Lie algebras to the category of graded vector spaces. The symmetric
algebra S(V) on a graded vector space V, is TV/I where I is the ideal gener-
ated by the elements v⊗w− (−1)|v||w|w⊗ v. Then S(L1(V)) is a Gerstenhaber
algebra; its bracket is [v,w]1 = vw − (−1)
(|v|−1)(|w|−1)wv for v,w ∈ V. The
main difference is the decomposition of the model spectral sequence E. In-
deed, on a generator Σx ∈ H+n (ΣX) of even degree n, the spectral sequence
is:
2n 3n
• • • •
• • • •
≃≃ ≃
Q(Σx)2 Q(Σx)3Q QΣx
dn
0 n
Qx n− 1
On a generator Σx ∈ H+n (ΣX) of odd degree n, the spectral sequence is:
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5.2 BV-algebra structure
2n 3n
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
• • • •
0
≃ ≃
0
≃ ≃
0
≃ ≃
Q(Σx)2 Q(Σx)3
d2n
0
≃
2n− 1
Q QΣx
dn
0 n
Qx
Qx2
Qx3
Q[x; x]1
n− 1
2(n− 1)
3(n− 1)
The spectral sequence E decomposes into elementary spectral sequences
P(y)⊗ S(t(y)) and S(z)⊗ P(t(z))
where y and z run through the respectively even and odd degree [−;−]0-
elementary products of TH+∗ (ΣX).
5.2 BV-algebra structure
5.2.1 Free Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra
We fix a connected vector space V and an operator ∆ : V∗ → V∗+1 such that
∆2 = 0. We define the free Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra on (V,∆) as
S(L1(V ⊕ ∆(V))).
The operator ∆ is extended as BV-operator via the formula
∆(xy) = ∆(x)y+ (−1)|x|x∆(y) + (−1)|x|[x; y]1,
for all homogeneous elements x, y ∈ L1(V), and
∆([x; y]1) = [∆(x); y]1 + (−1)
|x|−1[x;∆(y)]1,
for all homogeneous elements x, y ∈ L1(V).
If ∆ : V → V is trivial then ∆ : S(L1(V))→ S(L1(V)) is the BV-operator given
by the extension of the Gerstenhaber bracket. The resulting Batalin-Vilkovisky
structure is called canonical Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structure S(L1(V)), cf. [TT00,
Section 1.1].
Moreover, if the free Gerstenhaber algebra S(L1(V)) is a Batalin-Vilkovisky al-
gebra such that the BV-operator is zero when it is restricted toV, then S(L1(V))
is the canonical Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra.
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5.2.2 Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra on the homology of a double loop space
Let usmake explicit the Batalin-Vilkovisky structure given by E. Getzler [Get94]
on H∗(Ω2Σ2X).
Let Y be a S1-space, that is a pointed topological space with base point ∗,
endowed with an action of the circle S1 such that g · ∗ = ∗ for all g ∈ S1. E.
Getzler shows [Get94] that the diagonal action of S1 on Ω2Y = Hom(S2,Y):
∆ : S1 ×Hom(S2,Y)→ Hom(S2,Y)
(g, φ) 7→ (g · φ)(s) := g · φ(g−1 · s),
induces a Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra structure on H∗(Ω2Y). For a double sus-
pension Y = Σ2X = S2 ∧ X, we endowed Y with the canonical action of S1
on S2 and the trivial action on X i.e. g · (s ∧ x) = (g · s) ∧ x for all g ∈ S1 et
s ∧ x ∈ S2 ∧ X. Then the adjunction X → Ω2Σ2X is equivariant for the trivial
action on X and the diagonal action on Ω2Σ2X. As a consequence, cf. [GM08],
(H∗(Ω2Σ2X),∆) is a canonical Batalin-Vilkovisky algebra, free on H+∗ (X).
5.2.3 Homology of double cobar construction
Theorem 5.3. Let the coefficient field beQ. Then Ω2C∗(Σ2X) has a Connes-Moscovici
structure. The induced BV-algebra structure on (H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)),∆CM) is free on
the reduced homology H+∗ (X).
As a consequence,
Corollary 5.4. The Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras (H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)),∆CM) and (H∗(Ω
2|Σ2X|),∆)
are isomorphic.
Proof of Theorem 5.3. FromProposition 1.3 and the formality Theorem2.2, Ω2H∗(Σ2X)
has a Connes-Moscovici structure and its homologyH∗(Ω2H∗(Σ2X)) is a Batalin-
Vilkovisky algebra isomorphic to H∗(Ω2C∗(Σ2X)).
On the other hand, the simplicial set X is seen as endowedwith a trivial action
of S1. Then the inclusion
ι : (H+∗ (X), 0) → H∗(Ω
2H∗(Σ
2X)),
lifts to a unique morphism of Batalin-Vilkovisky algebras,
SL(ι) : S(L1(H
+
∗ (X))) → H∗(Ω
2H∗(Σ
2X)),
with the usual commutative diagram.
Let us observe the operator
H(∆CM) : H∗(Ω
2H∗(Σ
2X))→ H∗(Ω
2H∗(Σ
2X)),
induced by the Connes-Moscovici operator ∆CM : Ω
2H∗(Σ2X) → Ω2H∗(Σ2X).
By construction we have (see [CM00, (2.22)]):
∆CM|s-1 ΩH∗(Σ2X) = 0 and a fortiori ∆CM|s−2 H+∗ (Σ2X) = 0.
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Then
H(∆CM)|H+∗ (X) = 0.
Moreover, from Theorem5.1, the underlyingGerstenhaber algebra H∗(Ω2H∗(Σ2X))
is the Gerstenhaber algebra, free on H+∗ (X). This concludes the proof by the
argument from section 5.2.1.
6 Appendix
In this appendix we write down the whole relations among the co-operations
defining a Hirsch coalgebra. Homotopy G-coalgebras are particular Hirsch
coalgebras.
Definition 6.1. A Hirsch coalgebra (C, d,∇C, E = {E
i,j}) is the data of a co-
product ∇E : ΩC → ΩC ⊗ ΩC on the cobar construction of the 1-connected
dg-coalgebra (C, d,∇C) such that ΩC is a co-unital dg-bialgebra.
The coproduct∇E corresponds to a twisting cochain
E : s-1 C+ → ΩC⊗ΩC.
The (i, j)-component is
Ei,j : s-1 C+ → (s-1 C+)⊗i ⊗ (s-1 C+)⊗j.
To alleviate notation, we set C := s-1 C+.
Thus
Ei,j : C → C
⊗i
⊗ C
⊗j
.
The degree of Ei,j is 0.
Let us make explicit the co-unit condition, the compatibility with the dif-
ferential and the coassociativity of the coproduct.
6.0.4 The co-unit condition
The following relation (ǫ⊗ 1)∇E = (1⊗ ǫ)∇E = Id gives:
E0,1 = E1,0 = IdC and E
0,k = Ek,0 = 0 for k > 1.(6.1)
6.0.5 The compatibility with the differential
We investigate the equation (dΩ ⊗ 1+ 1⊗ dΩ)∇E = ∇EdΩ.
On the component C
⊗k
⊗ C
⊗l
⊂ ΩC⊗ΩC, we obtain:
d
C
⊗k
⊗C
⊗lEk,l − Ek,ldC =− ∑
i+2+j=k
((1⊗i ⊗∇C ⊗ 1
⊗j)⊗ 1⊗l)Ek−1,l
− ∑
i+2+j=l
(1⊗k ⊗ (1⊗i ⊗∇C ⊗ 1
⊗j))Ek,l−1
+ ∑
k1+k2=k
l1+l2=l
µΩ⊗Ω(E
k1 ,l1 ⊗ Ek2,l2)∇C,
(6.2)
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where k1 + l1 > 0 and k2 + l2 > 0.
The terms µΩ⊗Ω(E
k1 ,l1 ⊗ Ek2,l2)∇C read as follows. We set
Ek,l(a) = a|
←−
k ⊗ a|
−→
l and ∇C(a) = a
1 ⊗ a2.
Then
µΩ⊗Ω(E
k1,l1 ⊗ Ek2,l2)∇C = ±(a
1|
←−
k1 ⊗ a2|
←−
k2 )⊗ (a1|
−→
l1 ⊗ a2|
−→
l2 ).
On the component C⊗ C ⊂ ΩC⊗ΩC the equation (6.2) gives:
dC⊗CE
1,1 − E1,1dC = ∇C + τ∇C;(6.3)
that is, on C+ ⊗ C+:
dC+⊗C+E
1,1
+ + E
1,1
+ dC+ = ∇C+ − τ∇C+ ,(6.4)
where E1,1 = (s-1⊗ s-1)E1,1+ s.
Thus E1,1+ is a chain homotopy for the cocommutativity of the coproduct ∇C+ .
We distinguish it from the co-operations Ei,j and we denote it by ∇1 as a dual
analogue to the ∪1-product.
6.0.6 The coassociativity condition
On the component C
⊗i
⊗ C
⊗j
⊗ C
⊗k
we obtain:
i+j
∑
n=0
∑
i1+...+in=i
j1+...+jn=j
(µ
(n)
Ω⊗Ω(E
i1,j1 ⊗ ...⊗ Ein,jn)⊗ 1⊗k)En,k
=
j+k
∑
n=0
∑
j1+...+jn=j
k1+...+kn=k
(1⊗i ⊗ µ
(n)
Ω⊗Ω(E
j1 ,k1 ⊗ ...⊗ Ejn ,kn))Ei,n.
(6.5)
In particular, for i = j = k = 1, we have:
(E1,1⊗ 1)E1,1+(1⊗ 1)E2,1+(τ⊗ 1)E2,1 = (1⊗E1,1)E1,1+(1⊗ 1)E1,2+(1⊗ τ)E1,2.
That is,
(6.6) (∇1 ⊗ 1)∇1 − (1⊗∇1)∇1 = (1⊗ (1+ τ))E
1,2 − ((1+ τ)⊗ 1)E2,1.
The lack of coassociativity of ∇1 is controlled by the co-operations E
1,2 and
E2,1.
Definition 6.2. A homotopy G-coalgebra (C, d,∇C, E
i,1) is a Hirsch coalgebra
such that Ei,j = 0 for i ≥ 2.
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Proposition 6.3. Let (C, d,∇C, E
i,j) be a Hirsch coalgebra. Then Ei,j = 0 for i ≥ 2
is equivalent to the following left-sided condition:
(6.7)
∀r ∈ N, Jr := ⊕n≤rC
⊗n
is a left co-ideal for the coproduct ∇E : ΩC → ΩC⊗ΩC.
Proof. If Jr is a left co-ideal then ∇E(Jr) ⊂ Jr ⊗ΩC. Then for r = 1, we have
∇E(C) = ∑i,j E
i,j(C) ⊂ C ⊗ ΩC. This implies that Ei,j = 0 for i ≥ 2. Con-
versely, if Ei,j = 0 for i ≥ 1, then
∇E(c1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ cn) = ∑
i1,··· ,in,j1,··· ,jn
µ
(n)
Ω
(Ei1,j1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ein,jn)(c1 ⊗ · · · cn)
belongs to ⊕C
i1+···+in ⊗ΩC. Since is ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ s ≤ n, then i1 + · · · + in ≤
n.
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